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People
Bates, John A., -1871--Correspondence.
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Brodhead, Daniel Dodge.
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Organizations
United States. Navy--Supplies and stores.

Places
Boston (Mass.)--Commerce.

Occupations
Brokers.
Navy agents.

Provenance
The papers of Daniel Dodge Brodhead, United States Navy agent, were purchased by the Library of Congress from C. W. Unger in 1919. Additional papers were received via bequest of Henry Brodhead in 1926, by gift of Mrs. E. Isabel Foster in 1939, and by purchase in 1966.
Other Repositories
The official correspondence of Daniel Brodhead is held by the National Archives and Records Administration.

Copyright Status
The status of copyright in the unpublished writings of Daniel Dodge Brodhead is governed by the Copyright Law of the United States (Title 17, U.S.C.).

Access and Restrictions
The papers of Daniel Dodge Brodhead are open to research. Researchers are advised to contact the Manuscript Reading Room prior to visiting. Many collections are stored off-site and advance notice is needed to retrieve these items for research use.

Preferred Citation
Researchers wishing to cite this collection should include the following information: Container number, Daniel Dodge Brodhead Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

Scope and Content Note
The papers of Daniel Dodge Brodhead (b. 1802) span the years 1821-1853. They consist of bound correspondence, business records, an account book, and miscellaneous unbound material relating to Brodhead’s work as United States Navy agent in Boston, circa 1825-circa 1845.


Arrangement of the Papers
Arranged by type of material and chronologically thereunder.
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